
What are the benefits of cleaning your 
database vs. purchasing a new one?

• You save money - it will cost less to clean your data
than purchase a full list. It's also more sustainable and
less resource-heavy, decreasing your cost per lead.

• When you purchase a list it's not going to be 100%
accurate - they have bad data built in already. Why pay
for low-quality data when you can spend a fraction of the
price to clean what you already have?

• According to Hubspot, your database will decay by
about 25% each year - but that means 75% is still viable.
Don't let those leads go to waste!

• Clean data keeps your server reputation intact and
lowers your chances of getting blacklisted. In turn, this
minimizes your soft bounces and improves deliverability -
on average you'll see 90+% across all campaigns.

• Clean data is beneficial for all departments of your
business. Marketing has an actionable database to hit
with content, sales has fresh accounts with accurate data
to call, and customers don't have to sit through your re-
hashed "bad data" explanation. That's a win-win-win.

Defining a Data Append:

• Cleaning your database will inevitably uncover former
customers who have moved to new companies - we call
these "champions" or "change agents." By appending
these new accounts in your database, you unlock a
low-cost acquisition stream with a high chance at
opportunity conversion.

• Transferring account level data into your newly
appended contacts prevents information from being
lost during the transfer process. This allows you to keep
qualitative information intact across your database.

Questions?
Curious to see how clean 

data can improve your sales 
and marketing metrics?

Contact: Jon Hanman 
Director of Sales
(508) 283-5355

jon.hanman@demanddrive.com

Cleanse & Append

Accurate data fuels successful sales and marketing teams. Now more than ever, people are paying 
top dollar to obtain new and detailed databases. Most companies don't consider that they're sitting 
on top of an untapped gold mine of information. By cleaning your existing database of bad data and 
outdated information and appending it with product champions, you can skip the pricey purchase 
of new information and make the most of what you already have. Through demandDrive’s Cleanse 

& Append program, access to the most accurate data is literally at your fingertips.  

CLEANSE APPEND




